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Why it’s a good sign that firms are hiring the hearing
impaired

timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/why-its-a-good-sign-that-firms-are-hiring-the-hearing-
impaired/articleshow/87111307.cms

On September 23 this year, the International Day of Sign Languages, at 33 of KFC’s

'special' restaurants which together employ more than 130 specially-abled team members,

everyone spoke one language, without uttering a word. 

 
 

KFC put up posters and creatives in these restaurants to aid seamless interaction between

customers who visited these stores and the speech and hearing impaired (SHI) team

members. A special booklet that opened as a poster was placed on every table

demonstrating basic signs for interaction. Short tutorial videos were also posted on KFC’s

social channels, offering a `crunch course’ in sign language to guide customers on how to

place an order in sign language. 

“The idea was to break down the barriers of communication and prove that you really

don’t need words to understand each other,” says Moksh Chopra, chief marketing officer,

KFC India, which has also promoted through its advertisements the concept of `unlike

friendships’.
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KFC works with NGO partners to recruit, train and sensitise its specially-abled team

members

“In line with our commitment to empower the specially-abled workforce, we chose a path

of ‘action over words’ on International Day of Sign Languages, where we let actions speak

louder than words because we strongly believe you don’t always need spoken words to

understand each other,” Chopra says. 

 
Customers too made efforts to communicate in sign language with team members, thus

breaking down the barriers of communication between the hearing and hearing-impaired.

Incomprehensible to most

 
 

As per World Health Organisation estimates, about 6.3% of the Indian population suffers

from significant hearing loss. A large percentage of this comprises children between the

ages of 0 and 14 years. The total population of hearing impaired in India is anything from

1 million to 2.7 million. Spoken or audio content is inaccessible to most of these people

because India has an acute shortage of certified interpreters who can translate audio into

Indian Sign Language (ISL). There are a few hundred such interpreters for the million-

plus hearing-impaired people. 

 
In order to make its communication to employees fully accessible, IT services company

Mphasis turned to technology instead of translators. Mphasis partnered with

International Institute of Information Technology, Bengaluru (IIIT-B) to leverage

cognitive technology to co-create a new approach towards a joint solution delivery. 

 
The project automates the process of interpreting content into ISL and automatically

generates the translations of English content in ISL via computer-generated animation. 

 
The project was undertaken as part of the company’s CSR initiative, and aimed at

developing a solution that can be utilised by anyone in need.
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Mphasis employs 82 people with disabilities, of which 18 have a hearing impairment.

(Providing disability details is a voluntary exercise, so the chances are high that this

number is on the lower side.) All internal communication at Mphasis is made available in

accessible formats to all employees with disabilities. Srikanth Karra, CHRO, Mphasis,

says all reasonable measures are being undertaken in a phased manner to eliminate

physical and technological workplace barriers and to ensure that persons with disability

are able to participate in meetings, conferences and workshops. Karra says the

organisation wants to provide equal opportunities to all its employees and give them an

experience of work culture where “they can be effortlessly comfortable in their own skin

and can carry out any challenging tasks with confidence.” 

Sensitivity training

 

Aradhana Lal, VP - Brand, Communications & Sustainability Initiatives, Lemon Tree

Hotels, which is among the first movers on this path, says: “Our early learnings were that

the first step is to prepare the organisation through sensitisation of the employee base,

making required workplace adjustments and setting up robust training for the specially-

abled employees so that they are fully trained on their tasks and are given a chance to

perform, like any other team member.” 

Lemon Tree Hotels, which started its inclusion journey in 2007 with SHI team members

in kitchen stewarding, hires persons across many disability types and 16% of its employee

base are “opportunity deprived”, which includes employees with physical (including

speech and hearing impaired) and intellectual disability. 

Lal says regular sensitisation sessions and ISL training classes provided to the hearing

employees (so that they may communicate with the deaf in a language they know) is

crucial to making SHIs feel welcome. Lemon Tree Hotels conducted these sessions once

or twice a month across its 87 hotels in 54 destinations. Employees with disability are

then mainstreamed across the organisation -- in different frontline and back-of-the-house

departments. “This makes them feel a sense of dignity and self-confidence as they are

given an equal chance, the same as any other employee,” says Lal. 

All training content, daily briefing sessions, town halls, one-on-one engagement chats and

any other meetings are carried out in both the spoken word and in ISL. For larger

meetings, the hotel arranges a professional ISL interpreter so that the ISL translation

takes place live, while for one-on-one engagements the managers at the hotel are able to
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engage with their knowledge of ISL. For training, Lemon Tree Hotel has also developed a

dictionary of 400 words used regularly in the hospitality sector and together with a

partner NGO/ISL expert have created ‘signs’ for each of these words. “This has made daily

operations much smoother and more efficient,” says Lal. 

Guests are sensitised through messaging on social media and information on Lemon Tree

Hotel’s website. The SHI employees as well as IDD/autism employees wear an employee

introduction card which states that they have a special need and cannot hear/understand.

The card then asks the guest to write down what they need and that the employee will

serve them happily.

Equal opportunities

 

Sujaya Banerjee, CEO, Capstone People Consulting says the specially-abled agenda will

gain momentum when more organisations consider hiring them as part of their talent

strategy. “Specially abled employees are known to bring in many benefits — they are loyal,

highly productive once taught the job and enhance the morale of the rest of the workforce.

They make workplaces more humane, more compassionate as they set off a virtuous cycle

of striving for contribution within organisations,” says Banerjee. 

All employees involved in the recruitment process at Mphasis are familiarised with the

company’s equal opportunity policy. They are also taken through sensitisation

programmes to understand the nuances of being appropriate recruiters to diverse

candidates from different backgrounds. 

Rajesh Sharma, one such beneficiary of such initiatives, is a specialised senior

infrastructure engineer at Mphasis who has carved his path to success while overcoming

his speech and hearing impairment. According to Sharma, the recognition and motivation

he got here has helped him grow in his career. “The complex projects I handle help me
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push my boundaries and keep me engaged and excited,” adds Sharma. 

Karra says the firm wanted to alleviate anything that can create feelings of awkwardness

and alienation with its employees. “Right from the hiring stage, we sensitise recruiters to

train them to hire candidates with disabilities. Our entry criteria is fairly simple: if the

candidate is qualified they will get hired as we heavily invest in on the job training,” says

Karra. 

KFC, on the other hand, works with NGO partners to recruit, train and sensitise its

specially-abled team members. “To ensure the right training and growth of our specially-

abled workforce, we have established a 360-degree approach which works right from

hiring to affecting career progression – through training, enabling work environments,

engaging with specially-abled staff, and assisting with personal development for their

career growth,” says Chopra. 

Safe spaces

 

There is also a need for organisations to create a safe space for employees who have

special needs. Mphasis has embedded the inclusive culture in its rewards and recognition.

It rewards `allyship’ and also managers who are inclusive and promote a diverse

workforce in their teams. 

“In today’s hybrid world, most of our meetings are done using `Teams’ where there is a

capability of auto captions and subtitles so that employees with hearing impairment

follow what’s going on and don’t feel left out. We also have sign language experts as a part

of the team who buddy with these employees. We do regular infrastructure audits to make

sure we provision reasonable accommodation for employees with disabilities joining the

workforce,” says Karra.

The current Covid situation, says Banerjee, with adoption of work from home, has made it

possible to offer more opportunities for integrating the specially-abled into the workforce.

Earlier this year, KFC announced the launch of its `Kshamata’ programme, through

which it hopes to bridge the gender and ability imbalance gap and double the footprint of

special KFCs, operated by SHI team members, by 2024. 

“We have all had a difficult year and that has led brands and people to re-evaluate their
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priorities. The conversation around doing good and supporting each other is now more

important than ever,” says Chopra. 

The deliberate decision KFC took years ago to build inclusion into its business was

because the organisation believes “the only way to grow is to grow together”. 

For all organisations looking to enhance their inclusion quotient, this message should be

loud and clear. 

This article features in the Worklife+ newsletter, a weekly guide on

managing your career, professional relationships and more. Subscribe here
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